Purpose: To identify the specific dose advantage of intensity-modulated carbon-ion radiation therapy (IMCT) over photon-based intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) in the treatment of locally recurrent nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC). Materials and methods: Ten patients with locally recurrent NPC underwent IMCT and IMRT planning. Target definition followed the recommendations of the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) reports no. 50, 62 and 83. The real treatment plans which were delivered to patients were designed on the Siemens Syngo planning system while the control plans for dosimetric comparison were generated from the Varian Medical Systems. The optimization constraints of the two designs were basically the same. Target coverage was evaluated using the following parameters: Dmin, Dmax, D1, D2, D50, D95, D98 and D99. Target dose distribution and conformality were evaluated using the homogeneity index and conformity index. Normal tissue sparing of organs at risk (OARs) were evaluated using Dmean, D1 and Dmax. SPSS 22.0 software was used for data analysis. Results: Both IMCT and IMRT plans met clinical prescription dose requirements. Target coverage of D1, D2, D50, D95, D98, D99 were not significantly different between the two plans (P>0.05). The two plans showed satisfactory coverage of the target without significant difference. There was no significant difference in terms of the homogeneity and conformability between the two plans. Dosimetric parameters for the brain stem, spinal cord, parotid gland, optic chiasm, eyeball, lens, temporal lobe and inner ear were significantly reduced in the IMCT plan (P<0.05). Conclusion: As compared with photon-based IMRT, IMCT significantly reduces radiation dose to the OARs in the treatment of locally recurrent NPC while maintaining the dose coverage to the target volumes. Such a feature is particularly important for patients who experienced previous high-dose irradiation.
Introduction
Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) is one of the most commonly diagnosed head and neck malignancies in Southern China and Southeast Asia. Radiation therapy (RT) is the only definitive treatment modality for non-metastatic NPC. 1 Despite its high efficacy, approximately 10% of patients suffer local recurrence after radical radiotherapy with curative intent. 2 There are only few effective treatment modalities for the management of recurrent NPC, and each with substantial limitations. Surgical resection is highly effective only in small recurrent lesions in the post-nasal space and neck lymph nodes. 3, 4 Re-irradiation (Re-RT) remains the mainstay treatment for locoregional recurrence of NPC, and photon-based intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) is the most commonly used method. However, reported overall survival rateafter re-RT with IMRT is dismal and ranged between 30% and 60%. [5] [6] [7] [8] Most patients suffered from severe radiation-induced toxicities of the organs at risk (OARs) including mucosal ulceration/ necrosis, massive hemorrhage, and brain necrosis secondary to repeated high-dose irradiation.
Charged particle beams exhibit unique physical properties with sharp boundaries and Bragg peak effects. The beams of particle radiation therapy (PRT) deposit the majority of their energy within a short range to form a narrow and pointed Bragg peak. The dose is then rapidly attenuated after the Bragg peak. Such physical property confers PRT higher precision than photon-based radiotherapy for dose distribution. As such, particle beams are superior to photon beam in protecting normal tissues around tumors, especially in patients who have received high-dose radiotherapy previously. Carbon-ion beam (CIB) is further featured with a higher linear energy transfer (LET) and a higher relative biological effectiveness (RBE). Such property is important for cancer cells irradiated with high-dose photon radiation but recurred. Both the physical and biological characteristics make CIB potentially a more effective modality for locally recurrent cancer after previous X-ray radiation. The safety of proton and carbon-ion radiotherapy for OARs in the head and neck, including the optic nerve, optic chiasm, brain, spinal cord and brain stem has also been previously reported. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] This aim of the current study is to compare and determine a better re-RT technique for locally recurrent NPC by undertaking dosimetric comparisons of treatment plans using intensity-modulated carbon-ion-based radiotherapy (IMCT) using pencil beam scanning technology and intensity-modulated photon-based RT (IMRT).
Materials and methods

Patients and image acquisition
Between August 2016 and March 2017, 10 consecutive patients with locally recurrent NPC underwent IMCT at the Shanghai Proton and Heavy Ion Center (SPHIC). All patients were also enrolled in a dose-escalating Phase I/II clinical trial at SPHIC. All patients provided written informed consent for the clinical trial and using their data for research. 15 All patients were irradiated with IMRT for definitive purpose for non-metastatic NPC previously, and recurred at least 1 year after the completion of IMRT. Pathologic confirmations of local recurrence were obtained and distant metastases at the time of re-RT were ruled out using imaging studies including PET-CT for all 10 patients. Patients were immobilized in the supine position using a head and neck-shoulder thermoplastic mask.
Computed tomography (CT) of the head and neck taken from 1.5 cm superior to the cranium to 2.0 cm inferior to the subclavian was taken for planning without contrast at 1.5-mm slide thickness. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) under the same position with fixation was obtained for tumor localization and fusion for radiation planning prior to registration. The CT scans were transferred to the treatment planning system (TPS) and integrated with the MRI scan images for target delineation.
Volume definition
Target definition was in accordance with the International Commission on Radiation Units andMeasurements (ICRU) reports Nos. 50, 62 and 83. 16 Gross tumor volume (GTV) was defined mainly by enhanced MRI with information from physical examination and PET-CT imaging. Clinical target volume (CTV) was defined as including 5 mm beyond the GTV for microscopic extension which was limited to as little as 1 mm near OARs. Planning target volume (PTV) was defined as a boundary of 3-6 mm placed by CTV to eliminate setup errors and uncertainty of dose distribution. The OARs contoured on the planning CT included bilateral eyes, lens, optic nerves and chiasm, temporal lobes, temporomandibular joint (TMJ), parotid glands, inner ears, brain stem, and spinal cord. The contouring of the OARs followed the recommendations from Sun et al. 17 All OARs were delineated by the attending radiation oncologist of the particular patient and reviewed by two other radiation oncologists specialized in head and neck oncology. Figure 1 shows OARs contoured on CT with MRI image fusion.
Treatment plans
A total of 20 plans (10 for IMCT and 10 for IMRT) were generalized and analyzed. The treatment plans for IMCT was generated using the Syngo® Particle Treatment Planning System (TPS) of Siemens (versions VC11 and VC13; Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany), and the IMRT plans for dosimetric comparison were generated using the Eclipse TPS (version V11; Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA). The IMCT plans used for comparison with IMRT in the current study were those used for the re-RT for the participating patients.
The optimization constraints of the two types of plans were basically identical. The prescription doses ranged from 57 to 60 GyE (at 2.5-3.0 GyE per daily fraction) for IMCT. Ninty-five percent of the isodose line should cover the CTV for gross tumor and 90% dose line should cover the PTV for gross disease. The CTV for other subclinical diseases should be irradiated to 90% of the assigned dose level if applicable. All plans were reviewed from least three physicians, one dosimetrist and one senior physicist.
Recovery of the OARs from the first course of radiation was set at 70%, and the dose constraints of the OARs followed the TD5/5 reported by Emami except for the optic nerve (D20 <30 GyE), brain stem (Dmax <45 GyE), spinal cord (Dmax <30 GyE), temporal lobes (V40 <7.66 cm 2 ; V50 <4.66 cm 2 ). 18 And, it is strictly related to the previous already received dose.
Comparisons of the treatment plans
Comparison between the IMCT and IMRT plans focused on the dose coverage to the targets, as well as conformity and heterogeneity. The conformity index (CI), calculated from the standard formula used to determine conformity of the CTV, [( CTV95 2 )/(CTV*V95)]. 19 The closer to 1 the value was, the better the conformity was. The homogeneity index (HI) was used as the standard formula to evaluate the homogeneity of the CTV, [(D2−D98)/D50]. 20 The closer the HI value was to zero, the more homogeneous the plan was. For the CTV and all OARs, both the dose distributions and dosevolume histograms (DVHs) were assessed. A range of variables were assessed for each OAR patient and each plan, including mean dose (Dmean), minimum dose (Dmin), maximum dose (point and/or in a significant volume, Dmax), volume receiving a fixed-dose level (e.g., V30 is the volume receiving at least 30% of the prescribed dose) and dose levels delivered to a certain volume (e.g., D5).
Statistical methodology
All patients treated at SPHIC were included in a prospectively designed registry and database for future analyses. The clinical data of the 10 patients included in the study were analyzed using the SPSS 22.0 software. Measurement data were expressed as medians and quartiles (Q1, Q3), while the two types of planning dosimetry were compared using the matching Wilcoxon rank-sum test. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Results
Characteristics of patients and their treatment
This study included 10 patients with locally recurrent diseases treated with salvage IMCT. The recurrent disease was staged according to the 7th Edition of the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) staging classifications. The characteristics of the patient, their disease and treatment were detailed in Table 1 .
Comparisons of dose coverage and distribution to the targets
Both the IMCT and IMRT plans for all 10 patients covered the CTV adequately and met our requirements. Figure 2 demonstrates a typical comparison of the dose distribution by IMCT and IMRT planning in transverse, coronal, and sagittal sections. Approximately, 95% of the dose curve covers the target area and the prescription dose in the target coverage is basically identical. No significant difference was observed between the two techniques in dose coverage of the CTV. The results of CTV coverage are shown in Table 2 . All of the dose data acquired by this study were not normally distributed. Therefore, parameters were compared between the two systems using the matching Wilcoxon rank-sum test. There was no significant difference between the two systems in terms of the target area.
DVH
A typical DVH for both IMCT and IMRT plans is shown in Figure 3 . The distribution of CTV in the IMCT plan was similar to the IMRT plan. The dose to the spinal cord, brain stem, and parotid gland in the IMCT plan was considerably lower than those in the IMRT plan. Furthermore, the dose to the TMJs, optical nerves, chiasm and temporal lobes in the IMCT plan was slightly lower than those in the IMRT plan. Table 3 summarizes the quantitative comparison between the delivered IMCT plan and the reference IMRT plan for all OARs. The direction of recurrent tumors in NPC is not symmetrical; different cases will show differences in the distribution of parallel OARs on both the left and right sides. Therefore, in this study, we compared parallel OARs merged together.
Dosimetric analyses of OARs
Discussion
Historically, re-irradiation remains the most effective principle for patients with locally recurrent NPC. 21 The reasons underlying the recurrence of NPC may be associated with the intrinsic radio-resistance of the primary tumor, Abbreviations: M, male; F, female; TNM, tumor, node, metastasis system; TP, docetaxel plus cisplatin; GP, gemcitabine plus cisplatin; DDP, cisplatin; GyE, Gray equivalent. inadequate initial radiotherapy dose and the lack of initial treatment for certain sites. However, it is reported that 6-85% of patients with recurrent NPC after re-RT therapy will experience different types of complications, including dry mouth, hearing loss, ear effusion, brain necrosis and nasopharyngeal bleeding. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] The occurrence of these complications, especially the serious ones, mainly depends on the dose and the mode of radiotherapy. Unfortunately, local recurrence after high-dose photon RT may have a biological basis, as Kong and colleagues reported radioresistant cancer cells that survived the whole course of treatment in their study. 27 Clearly, the initial IMRT can increase the difficulty of re-radiotherapy for recurrent NPC.
Particle therapy, such as proton-based or carbon-ionbased intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMPT or IMCT) may represent a more favorable option. The physical advantage of particle therapy offers even more pronounced sparing of normal tissue. These include a sharp lateral penumbra and Bragg peak. When the beams enter the tumor, a large amount of energy is deposited with a short time window to form a narrow and pointed Bragg peak, and after that the energy is rapidly attenuated. Beam energy determines the depth of the Bragg peak. Thus, it is important that RT aims to protect the normal tissues of the head and neck region, particularly in those areas which have received radiotherapy previously. According to many research studies, particle therapy for primary or recurrent NPC would provide superior dose distributions. 28, 29 In addition to better physical properties, the carbon ion features a high LET ray with a significantly higher RBE than photons and protons. According to the tissue type and end point of the study, the RBE of the carbon atom can be 3 to 5. There are some reports showing that high LET radiation inflicts more damage by directly breaking DNA double-strands; these breaks are more difficult to repair. 29 Thus, radiotherapy based on high LET radiation, such as IMCT, can improve clinical efficacy, especially for tumor cells with photon resistance properties. Some dosimetry studies have reported that proton radiotherapy can reduce the dose to normal tissue around a tumor by approximately 50% compared with conventional IMRT, thus reducing the incidence of adverse reactions in the normal tissues. Therefore, proton RT can safely increase the radiation dose for tumors, especially when a tumor is adjacent to critical organs. 30 Carbon ion is not easily scattered and can produce a better distribution than a proton because of its larger mass. The dose distribution of the carbon ion at the edge of the field can decrease more rapidly with lateral distance and depth, so it is easier to target higher doses to a tumor which may lie adjacent to critical organs. Moreover, the Bragg peak of the carbon ion is narrower than for a proton, so we can conclude that the carbon ion might provide better protection of normal tissues. Carbon-ion radiotherapy has been used successfully in the treatment of chordoma/chondrosarcoma of the skull base, melanoma and adenoid cystic carcinoma of the head and neck. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Clinical trials of IMCT have been conducted at the Heidelberg Ion-Beam Therapy Center (HIT) in Germany, the National Institute of Radiological Sciences (NIRS) in Japan and SPHIC. In addition, IMCT has been used in these institutions as a routine treatment for cancer patients. The safety of OARs, including the optic nerve, optic chiasm, spinal cord and brain stem has also been reported. Abbreviations: CTV, clinical target volume; IMCT, intensity-modulated carbonion-based radiation therapy; IMXT, X-ray-based intensity-modulated radiation therapy; D1, dose levels delivered to 1% of volume; D2, dose levels delivered to 2% of volume; D50, dose levels delivered to half volume; D95, dose levels delivered to 95% of volume; D98, dose levels delivered to 98% of volume; D99, dose levels delivered to 99% of volume; V95, the volume receiving at least 95% of the prescribed dose; CI, conformity index; HI, homogeneity index. Our present study suggests that both IMCT and IMRT plans can meet the requirements for target volume dose coverage. In addition, there was no statistically significant difference in terms of treatment target dose coverage when compared between the two plans. From a quantitative point of view, there were no significant differences in D1, D2, D50, D95, D98 and D99 of CTV, when comparing between IMCT and IMRT planning. However, the V95 was slightly improved in the IMCT plan than in the IMRT plan (IMCT vs IMRT: 98.115 vs 97.600, P>0.05), although such difference was not statistically significant. Such finding might be caused by small sample size of our study; however, given the small magnitude of the difference in dose, no clinical difference is expected.
Furthermore, according to the CI, it is possible that the IMCT technique may generate a better degree of confinement for high-dose levels around target volumes. The number of subfields in the design of a treatment plan implies that the plan can be adjusted further so that the target area becomes more conformable. There were no statistical differences between the two groups in terms of CI (IMCT vs IMRT: 0.963 vs 0.971, P>0.05), meaning that there was no difference in conformity; this may be related to the physical advantages of the carbon ion. Another important issue is that homogeneity still needs to be explored between the two plans. In the current study, the dose distribution at the target was almost the same when compared between IMCT and IMRT plans (IMCT vs Abbreviations: IMCT, intensity-modulated carbon-ion-based radiation therapy; IMXT, X-ray-based intensity-modulated radiation therapy; D1, dose levels delivered to 1% of volume; Dmean, mean dose; Dmax, maximum dose (point and/or in a significant volume); D5, dose levels delivered to 5% of volume; V30, the volume receiving at least 30% of the prescribed dose; TMJs, temporomandibular joints.
IMRT: 0.084 vs 0.089, P>0.05). However, it must be emphasized that only two parallel-opposed fields were used in the IMCT plan, and the CI may be further improved with more beam directions, although such improvement may not be clinically relevant. On the contrary, 5-9 fixed fields in the IMRT plan were used. In addition to killing tumor cells as efficiently as possible, radiotherapy also should reduce normal tissues damage around the target area as much as possible. The structure of the organs around a NPC is very specific, as the anatomy of the head and neck area is incredibly complex; consequently, it is very challenging to coordinate the destruction of tumors in this area and protect normal tissues. Comparing the two plans, it is clear that the IMCT guarantees more sparing of select non-target tissue while both plans maintain sufficient coverage of the target. patients, recurrent tumors were larger and closer. As a result, the IMCT plan failed to show any difference in protecting the optic nerve and TMJ. In this study, the IMCT plan was superior to the IMRT plan in terms of the level of protection given to the chiasm, eyeball, lens and parotid gland. We consider that if the sample number increases, the IMCT plan may also reduce the dose to the optic nerve and TMJ, which will alleviate the difficulty of mouth opening and reduce the chance of radioactive mandibular necrosis.
This study of dosimetric results might not be representative across a wider population of patients with different types of tumors, although it still provides a theoretical insight that the carbon ion improves the therapeutic ratio. To our knowledge, this is the first study to provide a detailed and comprehensive analysis of the role of IMCT over IMRT for locally recurrent NPC. There was no evident difference between the two plans in terms of target dose distribution and the target area covered. However, the protection provided by IMCT for some critical organs was significantly superior to that of IMRT, which would be very useful for long-term survival and the prognosis of patients with recurrent NPC.
Several pitfalls and limitations need to be considered for the present study. First, most of our recurrent NPC patients presented with large tumor loads and advanced stages, thus the tumors were adjacent to the OARs. In addition, the sample size of this study was relatively small. However, as the patients were selected to cover various scenarios for planning comparison, and the purpose of the study is not to compare the clinical outcome after two radiation technology, we consider our finding is valid to present a theoretical concept for the dosimetry advantage of IMCT over IMRT. Further investigation is needed to assess the clinical implication of IMCT.
Conclusion
Dosimetric comparisons of plan level between IMCT and IMRT show that the IMCT plan has the same target coverage, homogeneity and conformability as the IMRT plan. Furthermore, IMCT reduces the level of irradiation at the OARs. Compared to IMRT, IMCT can spare OARs in a more efficient manner while achieving the same dose to target coverage. This means that further improvement can be expected for normal tissue protection by the continued use of carbon-ion radiotherapy. Our present data, therefore, deserve further investigation.
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